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CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
 Corporations play a large and important role in any economy.  

 
 Early location theory focused on proximity to agricultural products.  

 
 Prior to the Industrial Revolution, industrial location was predominantly local.  

 
 Industrialization led to a reliance on coal for energy and many early industrial centres were locat-

ed where coal could be found.  
 

 Currently, levels of industrialization vary globally.  
 

 The relocation of industrial centres plays a key role in globalization.  
 

 Models of economic growth are known as developmental stages: staples theory, core and pe-
riphery, growth poles, and new economic geography.  

 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
After reading this chapter, you should be able to  
 
 describe various location theories and understand their merits and drawbacks;  
 understand how the Industrial Revolution affected economic, urban, and population growth;  
 understand the changing nature of industrial location with respect to energy fuel and supply;  
 explain geographic shifts in industrialization—from initial industrial areas to newly industrializ-

ing countries, and the factors that have encouraged this relocation and growth; 
 describe how human geographers study changes in the industrial process and location; and 
 describe and understand the variation in labour marks through history. 
 
 

KEY TERMS 
 
Collective consumption The use of services produced and managed on a collective basis. (p. 493) 
 
Deindustrialization Loss of manufacturing activity and related employment in a traditional manufac-
turing region in the more developed world. (p. 493) 
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Flexible accumulation Industrial technologies, labour practices, relations between firms, and con-
sumption patterns that are increasingly flexible. (p. 493) 
 
Gesellschaft A term introduced by Tönnies; a form of human association based on rationality and 
depersonalization; assumed to be characteristic of urban dwellers. (p. 474) 
 
Isodapanes In Weberian least-cost industrial-location theory, lines of equal additional transport cost 
drawn around the point of minimum transport cost. (p. 470) 
 
Isotims In Weberian least-cost industrial location theory, lines of equal transport costs around mate-
rial sources and markets. (p. 470) 
 
Material index An index devised by Weber and used in industrial location theory to show the extent 
to which the least-cost location for a particular industrial firm will be either material- or market-
oriented. (p. 470)  
 
Offshoring The transferring by a company of production or service provision to another country. (p. 497) 
 
Outsourcing Paying an outside firm to handle functions previously handled inside the company (or 
government) with the intent to save money or improve quality; a term often used interchangeably 
(and incorrectly) with “offshoring.” Much outsourcing does involve offshoring jobs from more de-
veloped countries such that they become much lower-paid jobs in less developed countries. (p. 497) 
 
Primary activities Economic activities concerned directly with the collection and utilization of natu-
ral resources. (p. 468) 
 
Quaternary activities Economic activities concerned with handling or processing knowledge and 
information; typically involve a high level of skill; highly specialized. (p. 468)  
 
Reindustrialization The development of new industrial activity in a region that has earlier experi-
enced substantial loss of traditional industrial activity. (p. 493) 
 
Secondary activities Economic activities that process, transform, fabricate, or assemble raw materi-
als derived from primary activities; also activities that reassemble, refinish, or package manufactured 
goods. (p. 468)  
 
Spatial monopoly The situation in which a single producer sells the entire output of a particular in-
dustrial good or service in a given area. (p. 471) 
 
Tertiary activities Economic activities involving the sale or exchange of goods and services; includes 
distributive trades such as wholesaling and retailing, and also personal services. (p. 468) 
 
 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS  
 
1. Discuss the factors that influenced an increase in industrialization in newly industrializing coun-

tries. Make sure to consider the merits of the various strategies used by these countries. 
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2. Discuss the relationship between post-Fordism and industrial restructuring. What have been the 

outcomes of industrial restructuring? 
 

3. Research and describe how transnational corporations have altered industrial location decisions. 
What impacts have these decisions had? 
 

4. What are the factors that have encouraged an increase in women working in industrial settings? 
What are the impacts caused by this increase? Are they all positive? 
 

5. Discuss the theories and findings related to uneven development. Is it inevitable? 
 
 

LINKS OF INTEREST  
 
 The McCord Museum on Industrialization 

http://www.mccord-museum.qc.ca/en/eduweb/texts/textbooks/industrialization/ 
 
 International Energy Agency 

http://www.iea.org/ 
 
 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

http://www.oecd.org/ 
 
 Global Production 

http://www.global-production.com/ 
 
 Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters 

http://www.cme-mec.ca/ 
 

 North American Free Trade Agreement Now 
http://www.naftanow.org/ 

 
 World Trade Organization 

https://www.wto.org/ 
 
 

SUGGESTED READINGS 
 
Britton, J. 1996. Canada and the Global Economy: The Geography of Structural and Technological Change. 

Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press. 
 

Focuses on the importance, for Canada, of openness to external influences, regional variations in 
resource bases and urbanization, rapid changes in technology and markets, and government 
strategies. 
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Crosby, A. W. 2006. Children of the Sun: A History of Humanity’s Unappeasable Appetite for Energy. New 
York: Norton. 

 
A big-picture look at the history of the world’s never-ending search for energy sources and our 
resultant dependence on those sources. 

 
Harrington, J. W., and B. Warf. 1995. Industrial Location: Principles and Practices. New York: Routledge. 
 

A valuable, wide-ranging book that includes both conceptual and empirical analyses. 
 
 

YOUTUBE VIDEOS 
 
 Bix Channel. 2014. “Industrial Revolution – Best Short Documentary.” YouTube video, 3:52. 

Posted March 2014. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OF7-vN-aLOM 
 

1. What is the relationship between locomotives, steamboats, and production of goods? 

 The advent of locomotives and steamboats significantly altered the spatial element of 
transporting goods. No longer were products limited to one stationary location; foods 
could now be transported all over the globe. 

2. While the Industrial Revolution enabled massive profits to be realized for many, what was 
one negative impact of industrialization discussed in the video? 

 Pollution. Coal powered factories turned the city into black spaces. Urban slums in-
creased. Following the pollution, conditions for workers were awful. Child labour was 
common. There is a story in the video from the perspective of a 10-year old factory 
worker. This begun the history of unions. 

 
 Khaled Mahmud. 2045. “Uttara EPZ (An EPZ of BEPZA): Investment Destination in BD.” 

YouTube videom 7:47. Posted October 2015. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Cx1zMJe6Gdc 

 
1. How is the government of Bangladesh using its strategic location to attract investment? 

 The video highlights how each of the eight functioning EPZs across Bangladesh are 
highly connected either via rail, air, or water. The safety of the country and the various 
modes of transportation are highlighted. Additionally, the video highlights the high pop-
ulation (i.e. workforce) that is available and ready to work within Bangladesh. 

2. What is the relationship between the EPZs described in the video and industrialization from 
the previous video? 

 The previous video criticizes how industrialization created a class of workers that were 
often exploited and resulted in union formation. The EPZ video highlights that in Bang-
ladesh, the average monthly pay is $70 per person—the lowest in Asia. EPZs risk be-
coming places where workers may be exploited and, often, unions and other worker 
safety organizations are illegal. 
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